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As a systemized credit mode of sustainable providing the poor or wages 
with financial output and services, Microcredit, which is testified at home and 
abroad to be an effective tool of anti-poverty, to great extent relieves farmers 
of difficulties in loaning and plays in a vital role in advancing the development 
of rural economics and increasing their earnings. China, however, pays far 
more attention to anti-poverty, the sole purpose of microcredit, which since 
1980s has achieved a great success, than the sustainable development of 
microcredit self so as to incur severe challenges which hamper the 
enlargement of fruits of microcredit.  
This paper aims at meanings of microcredit in finance and society and at 
effect caused by sustainable development of microcredit on anti-poverty, 
microcredit institutions self as well as the economic development of the poor 
area on the basis of the connotation, system and sustainable development of 
microcredit. Then having absorbed domestic and foreign successful 
experiences, this paper regards the sustainable development of finance as the 
ultimate goal of microcredit, and related to economics, it also analyzes the 
feasibility of sustainable development of microcredit mainly based on system 
market prospect, vicissitude and interest rate setting. Furthermore, it points out 
the macroscopic and microcosmic restrictive factors existing in sustainable 
development of microcredit in China, and puts forward the countermeasure 
and proposal based on the exterior environment, act system and interior 
management system of microcredit.    
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